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ABSTRACT 
 
How well does an algorithm support its purpose and user base?  Has automation provided the user with the ability to 
augment their production, quality or responsiveness?  In a number of systems today these questions can be answered by 
either Measures of Performance (MOP) or Measures of Effectiveness (MOE).  However, the fusion community has not 
yet developed sufficient measures and has only recently devoted a concerted effort to address this deficiency.  In this 
paper, we will summarize work in metrics for the lower levels of fusion (object ID, tracking, etc) and discuss whether 
these same metrics still apply to the higher levels (Situation Awareness), or if other approaches are necessary.  We 
conclude this paper with a set of future activities and direction. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the course of the last two decades two separate communities have investigated the challenges in Situation 
Awareness (SA).  Each group has developed its share of models and each of these models has its advantages and 
disadvantages.  Using the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) model [13], the Fusion community has had considerable 
success developing sensors, sensor management systems, and tracking and identification systems.  However, the current 
tracking and identification systems rely on the user making sense of a collection of vehicle tracks plotted on a map.  
While this bottom-up model works well for the lower level fusion community, it does little in the way of actually 
defining SA and Threat Assessment.  On the other hand, the Situation Awareness community has been addressing this 
very issue, but only from a cognitive viewpoint.  The majority of the activity in this area has been accomplished by 
Endsley [5] and has been focused on a pilot’s awareness of their environment. Numerous other problem domains have 
also been identified including asymmetric threat, cyber and homeland security.  These domains share certain themes.  
Within each domain the overarching objective is to make sense out of a glut of data.  In addition, observations must be 
evaluated to determine their (1) importance as well as how they relate to one another and the evolving situation and (2) 
responsiveness to quickly and accurately recognize the situation.  But each domain also has its own unique problems.  
These problems include the amount of data available, the format of the data, and the amount of time available.   Figure 1 
provides an overview of the overall SA process. 
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Figure 1:  Summary of SA Goal 
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As a step in developing the goal of SA, we presented [2, 12] a detailed discussion of the JDL and Endsley’s models as 
well as the motivation for combining the two by using Endsley’s work to further define Level 2 (Situation Assessment) 
of the JDL Model.  In Section 2, we introduce two views on how we can measure the effectiveness of SA.  We provide a 
number of examples and conclude this paper with future directions. 
 

2. MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SITUATION AWARENESS 
 
Situation Awareness provides the transformation from data to information – it provides context.   There are a number of 
ways in which we can measure how effective SA is.  Endsley [8] has introduced a technique which she has called 
“Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique” or SAGAT, which is a subjective approach. The objective of 
SAGAT is to measure the effectiveness of the system to provide or display the necessary data in the most effective way 
in which an operator can develop awareness.  Her technique involves immersing the human into a simulated controlled 
environment.  At specified time intervals, the simulation is stopped and the person is asked a series of questions to test 
their awareness of their environment.  While this is a viable approach to measure how well the data has been presented to 
an operator (visualization), it does not provide us insight into how well various automated SA algorithms and/or 
processes work.   
 
In this section we propose two additional views.  The first attempts to quantify the benefits of SA from a purely data 
visualization/overload view.  We will argue here that SA can significantly reduce data overload by aggregation of objects 
and/or connecting events to known situations.  To make our case, we will present two examples: tactical and cyber and 
show a significant reduction in data.  In the second part of this section we attempt to measure how well our SA system is 
performing and how well it meets mission requirements.  To answer these questions, we will introduce four specific 
metrics: confidence, purity, cost utility, and timeliness.   We provide a detailed discussion, definitions for each metric 
and an example of its use.  However before we begin our discussion, let us review a number of level 1 metrics and see 
how applicable they are to level 2. 
 
The goal in developing an overarching vision in SA is to assist in the development of an architecture that can provide us 
with a set of solutions to the data to information problem.  As such we are interested in how effective we are in providing 
a process which takes single objects or events and make sense of them by connecting the dots, not in how well any of the 
individual components are working.  Sensemaking includes comprehending a situation and its impending meaning that 
affords action. Klein’s Recognition-primed decision making model [9] is based on command decisions made by 
firefighters, which has features of sensemaking in its reliance on past experience.  Sensemaking emphasizes that users 
realize their reality by making sensed information rationally accountable to themselves and others by determining salient 
meaning of situational patterns. The goal of such a system is to take in evidence of “real” world activity and to map it to 
the correct situation (as defined through models).  In such a system, evidence can be (1) assigned to the correct model, 
(2) incorrectly assigned to a model, (3) not assigned to any model when it should be (4) or not associated with any 
model.  Figure 2 provides a summary.  In addition, the system should provide alerts when any of the models are found in 
the data.  Therefore, the system may also correctly provide an alert, provide a false alert, or fail to provide an alert.  

 
Figure 2:  Summary of Possible Assignments of Evidence 
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The major difference between Data Fusion and SA is that Data Fusion is a bottom up, data driven methodology while SA 
is a top down, categorization methodology.  While most of th etrics are specific to tracking, they provide a 
foundation upon which SA metrics may be devel Unde ual obj entified and tracked.  The 
primary job of the tracker is then to associ  individual object reports tog  attempt to track single 
objects.  Thus, metrics developed for use in level 1 try to measure how well the tracker can perform this association.   
Such metrics as Correct C c ck Fragmentation Percentag rrelation Percentage, and 
Ambiguity Percentage have  These metrics attempt to characterize the ability of the tracker to associate 
the given contact reports to the correct object/track.  Other measures include: Constructed Track Ratio, Track Purity, 
Track Continuity, Track Length, Track Fidelity, and Collective Score [4]. 
 
In SA we have developed a number of model ions that we are looking for.  ary objective of an 
SA capability is to associat erva ific situations.  An SA ca nnot, on its own, identify 
new situations [15].  Howev l is  as a tra nce is thought of as a contact, then some of 
the metrics above, or slight variations of them, may be applicab A system.  Metrics such as Correct Correlation 
Percentage, Miscorrelation Percentage, Track Purity and Trac ty are such examples.  We will come back to 
specific metrics after we introduce a m  or DIR. 
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2.1  The Data to Information Ratio 
Can we measure the benefits of SA?   One way to look at SA is in the amount of reduction in data that an operator needs 
to consider. To address this idea, we introduce a measure which we call the Data to Information Ratio or DIR.  The 
purpose of introducing such a metric is an attempt to quantify the value of SA from a purely data point of view.  What 
we are trying to quantify is the reduction of the data required for understanding by associating the individual pieces into 
a higher level entity or situation.  Therefore we define the DIR as: 
 

                    
EntitiesComplex  ofNumber 

 nsObservatio ofNumber Ration Informatio  toData =            (1) 

 
The higher this ratio, the greater the reduction and the quicker the user can develop an understanding of the situation.  
Let us consider two examples; one tactical scenario and one cyber scenario.    Consider the situation just after Iraq 
invaded Kuwait.  Figure 3 shows a typical map (left) as a result of sensor reports from such sensors as JSTARS, the map 
on the right provides what we call a situational map (located online at: http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ 
world/iraq/orbat-ground-91.htm).  
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of a specific unit they can drill down on a specific area.  In manner, the operator is not overwhelmed with all the dots 
nd can quickly see what is going on.  In order to provide this high level view, a number of techniques/algorithms must 
et be brought together.  For example, clustering techniques may group individual vehicles into units. Template 
atching techniques may then be used to label each cluster.  These templates are formed from known information about 

the composition o unit or division within a specified country’s military organization. 
 
So how can we compute the DIR in this case?   We began with the data from War Online – Middle East Balance (located 
online at http://www.waronline.org/en/mideast/iraq_army.htm
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).  This source provided us with a breakout of an Armored 
and Mechanized ivision.  We could not readily find a similar breakout of the Infantry or Motorized Infantry or Special 
Forces so in each e took an educated guess.  This data is provided in Table 1. 

                  Infantry Division ized Infantry Division  

D
w

 
                  Motor
 Army* Army* Republican Guard Republican Guard 

Total Personnel  6,000 men - 14,000 men - 
Tanks 22 - - 44 
IFV and APC 12 - - 818 
Artillery Pieces 57 - - 114 
Air Defense Artillery 45 - - 90 
MANPADS 25 - - 50 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT 161 - - 1116 

 
                  Armored Division                        Mechanized Division  
 Army* Republican Guard Army* Republican Guard 

Total Personnel 6,000 men 14,000 men 6,000 men 14,000 men 
Tanks 122 308 87 220 
IFV and APC 236 538 272 622 
Artillery Pieces 57 114 57 114 
Air Defense Artillery 90 45 45 90 
MANPADS 25 50 25 50 
TOTAL EQUIPMENT 485 1100 486 1096 

   * he Army Divisions reflects only a 50% staffing 
 

Table 1:  Com ition of Iraqi Military 
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CE SIZE 
 Divisions Equipment ns Equipment Divisio
25 Infantry 4025 - 25 0 
3 Motorized Infantr 0 - 3348 y 3 
8 Armored 6 2910  2200 2
5 Mechanized 3 1458 2192 2 
1 Special Forces 0 - 90 1 
TOTALS (42) 34 8393  7770  8

Table 2:  Summary of Iraqi 
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Based on Table 2, if we have identified al o noise or clutter) we would have a DIR 
f  16,203/42 = 386.  The DIR tells us that if such a capability exists that could automatically cluster individual objects 
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8 Armored Di isions, and 1 in 5 Mechanized out mus ained from other 
sources. 
 
Our next exam from the cyber domain.  Here we c sider two scenarios.  T st is where we can 
perform simpl or example a typical first step in tial attack ould be the aissance phase.  In 
this phase, the g for ways in whic ey can exp it a machin  way in ch this is done is by 
launching a po can attempts to locate live hosts pen ports which the can exploit.  As a 
port scan is be f ho in a network.  It 

ould not be uncommon to see 1,  aggregation in this case can 

 size.  If this was the case then our DIR would range from 176 to 26 reduction in data. 
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000 – 10,000 port scans in a given time period.  Simplew
reduce the data overload to the operator.  It would also provide them with the idea that an attacker is attempting to learn 
ways in which the network is vulnerable.  In this scenario a DIR of 1,000 to 10,000 would not be uncommon and is even 
larger than our tactical scenario. 
 
In our first two examples we chose scenarios where we have a large number of objects and few groups.  Because of this 
ratio we expected a large DIR.  Will this always be the case?  No.  Let’s look briefly at another example (still in the 
cyber domain).  What happens if the port scan was only one part of a multi-stage attack? For example, other events such 
as phishing attacks (e.g., a query against a DNS Server or Firewall) or FTP Bounce attacks (e.g., FTP ‘Port’ Non-secure 
IP, etc.) can occur.  In this case the DIR would be much less.  Simple attack models seem to be between 26 and 176 
vents ine

 
What we have presented here is a concept in which we have attempted to measure the benefits of SA.  In all cases SA 
will provide a reduction in the amount of data.  It is our hope that SA can provide a high level view of what is happening 
with the ability to drill down into the specific data as needed. 
 
2.2  SA System Metrics 
Blasch [1] identified a total of five areas including accuracy, confidence, throughput, timeliness, and cost.  Since we 
believe that throughput is addressed by timeliness we will only address four dimensions.  Confidence metrics attempt to 
measure the level to which the system may be trusted to detect a problematic situation.  Measurements of purity attempt 

 characterize the quality of the into
well as the cost savings generated by the system.  Finally, timeliness metrics attempt to measure the temporal aspects of 
the system’s performance with regard to the mission objectives.   These metrics were explicitly chosen because of their 
generic nature and their ability to remain applicable across differing technological approaches.  At the most basic level, 
they should apply to a system that generates alerts for problematic situations in vast amounts of data. 
 
2.2.1  Confidence 

he first two performance dimensions capture the system’s ability to detect problematic situT
essentially one of classification or retrieval and we therefore defer to the metrics that have been used for years in these 
areas: precision and recall.  Recall indicates the number of problematic situations that were detected and precision 
indicates the percentage of correctly raised alerts.    
 

TruthGroundin SituationsofNumber 
  Recall                                                   (2) 

 

Detected SituationsCorrect  ofNumber 
=

DetectionsofNumber 
DetectionsCorrect  ofNumber  Precision =                                                       (3) 

 
 
Consider the following example. An imaginary system detects three suicide bombing plots and generates three false 
alarms for suicide bombing plots.  The same system also correctly identifies a plot for the biological attack with one false 

ect the dirty bomb plot and generates one false alarm.  In this scenario, the system would achieve a 
e with 4/9 or 44% precision. 

alarm, but fails to det
4/7 or 57 % recall rat
 
 



Attack Ground 
Truth 

Detected False 
Alarms 

Suicide Bomber 5 3 3 
Bio Attack 1 1 1 
Dirty Bomb 1 0 1 

Table 3:  Data for Computing Confidence Example 
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We can also compute recall and precision for each attack model.  For example, the recall for “Suicide Bomber” is 3/6 or 

0% and the precision is 3/5 or 60%.  We must state explicitly that we have intentionally avoided “accuracy.”  As many 

others have noted, the traditional accuracy measure,

5

total
tntp+

 assumes an equal co e negatives and false positives 

and becomes increasingly m lass distribution become ss uniform e note here a difference between 
level 1 and 2.  In the case fo or track measurements have ual cost. Th fore in this case it makes sense to 
talk about accuracy.    
  

.2.2  Purity 
wever, detection and false alarm rates are not enough when it comes to Situation Awareness.  Ultimately, an SA 

system will drive preemptive and responsive actions, and those acti epend heavily on what the SA system 
provides.  If we envision a system that provides alerts to a user based on evidence then we must consider that the system 
may correctly alert the user based on some evidence it finds, but it may include irrelevant evidence and/or it may not 
include relevant evidence.  Costs may be associated with either shortfall, and erefore we must include a measure of the 
quality of the detections as well as the rate of detection.  The misassignment rate, shown below, is essentially the same 

ea as the tracker miscorrelation percentage, and represents precision at the evidence assignment level. Evidence recall 
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where M is the number of alerts, or matched models, I(m

)C(m
 Recall Evidence 1i
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= =

M

                                                                    (5)  

i ) is the amount of incorrectly associated evidence, S(mi) is the 
size or amount of evidence in the match, C(mi) is the amount of correctly associated evidence for model i, and E(mi) is 
the expected amount of evidence for model i.  In the case of a false alarm, E(mi) is 0.  Note that these measures are not 
complements. The evidence recall measures the amount of missing evidence, while the misassignment rate measures the 
amount of extraneous and incorrect evidence provided.  These measures could also be weighted to reflect the importance 
of certain pieces of evidence.   



Consider the example: 
 

 # facts Total # Fa
in Alert in Alert 

 Expected cts Correct Facts 

Suicide Bombing 5 3 3 
Bio Attack 7 6 2 
Bridge Attack 0 4 0 

Table 4:  Data for Computing Purity Example 
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If the dataset contained a single suicide bombing and a biological attack, the above system would have correctly raised 
alerts for the suicide bombing and the biological attack and would have raised a false alert for an attack on a bridge. This 
would result in 100% recall and 66% precision.  However, if evaluated further one can see that in addition to the poor 
precision, the system also has very poor alert quality with a missassignment rate of 8/13 or 61.5% and an evidence recall 
of 5/12 or 41.7%.  Imagine if more than half of the evidence in an alert was unrelated and more than half of the pertinent 
information was missing.  Such a system would provide little actionable intelligence and ultimately be distrusted.  
 
2.2.3  Cost Utility 
In the real world, however, certain alerts may be more valuable than others. When looked at in this light, detection rate 
and the quality of the detections may not be enough.  Another important measure of an SA system is cost utility.  Note 
that while it would be useful to know the amount of money and time saved by the introduction of automation that is not 
the intention of this metric.  Instead, we define cost utility as a weighted combination of precision and recall based on a 
notion of cost that is an abstraction of negative consequences.  Each problematic scenario in a test could have a positive 
cost associated with the failure to detect it. Similarly, a negative cost would be associated with each type of false alarm.  
Within this construct, we can calculate the cost utility of a system with the following formula:    
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where Cost(mi) is the cost (positive or negative) of alert i, M is the number of alerts, N is the number of situations in the 
ground truth that should generate alerts, and Cost(ni) is the positive cost of not generating an alert for situation ni.  This 
score will actually range from an unbounded negative number to 1.  A score of 1 is the optimal score in which no false 
alarms were generated and an alert was generated for every problematic situation.  A score of 0 indicates no savings and 
while it could be achieved through a combination of false alarms and correct detections it indicates that the overall cost is 
the same as if nothing was done.  A negative number indicates that using the system is actually worse than doing nothing 
at all.   Consider the example below. Detecting a suicide bomber is worth five, but generating a false alarm of a suicide 
bomber costs 1. Similarly, detecting a biological attack or a dirty bomb is worth forty while false alarms cost ten.  A 
particular dataset contains five suicide bombers, one biological attack and a dirty bomb.  An imaginary system detects 
three suicide bombing plots and generates three false alarms for suicide bombing plots.  The same system also correctly 
identifies a plot for a biological attack with one false alarm, but fails to detect the dirty bomb plot and generates one false 
alarm.  Given the associated costs, this system is shown to save roughly thirty percent of the costs.   
 
 
 
 



Attack Detection 
Value 

False Alarm  
Cost 

Ground 
Truth 

Detected False 
Alarms 

Sui de Bomber 5 ci -1 5 3 3 
Bio At 40 -10 1 1 tack 1 
Dirt 40 -10  0 1 y Bomb 1

Table 5:  D for Computing Cost Utility Example 
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2.2.4  Timeliness 
Another important factor for any system in the real world will be time.  Certain techniques may require more time than 

thers and thus we would like a measurement of the delay in the system due to the processing time.  Presumably, data is 

y-five 
r that a system achieved a cost utility of fifty percent on some dataset may mean nothing.  Another 

cterize the real world 
quirements. This may become increasingly important as we continue to rely on classified datasets and researchers 

without security clearances.  In addition, such a characterization could potentially focus research efforts on the specific 
problem areas.  A limited amount of work has been conducted in t
processing, for example, evaluations are generally done with respect to the signal to noise ratio in the data.  In addition, 
in data mining the problem sets are often characterized with respect to the size of the database and perhaps some 

formation related to the connectedness of items within the database.  Unfortunately, dataset characterization for SA 

troduced four 
imensions: confidence (precision and recall), purity (misassignment rate and evidence recall), cost utility, and 
meliness.   We provide a detailed discussion, definitions for each metric and an example of its use.  Table 6 provides a 
mmary of these metrics.  

o
continually fed to the system and therefore we must be careful not to penalize the system for not raising an alert when it 
did not have enough evidence to generate an alert. One solution is to only measure the difference between the time at 
which the alert was generated and the time stamp of the most recent item of evidence in the alert.  However, the time 
requirements of the mission must still be related to the systems performance.  
 
2.3  Data Set Characterization 

lone, these metrics are not enough. Knowing that a particular system achieved eighty percent recall and ninetA
percent precision, o
class of metrics must be developed to characterize the datasets across multiple dimensions. Message Understanding 
Conferences demonstrated the need for dataset characterization.  In spite of focusing on metrics for information 
extraction, the conferences missed this important aspect year after year. While participants may have reported slight 
improvements over the years, these improvements were not grounded in any control condition. The systems were 
evaluated every year with different datasets that lacked a formal comparison to the previous datasets.  With a thorough 
dataset characterization, the metrics discussed above begin to take on more meaning as they are used with respect to 
dataset complexity.  Capturing the complexity of a dataset across multiple dimensions would not only help in 
enchmarking progress, but it would also allow the community to more accurately charab

re

he area of data set characterization. In signal 

in
systems will be even more difficult because of the breadth of tasks, techniques, and data types the systems require.  
 

3.  CONCLUSION 
 
In summary we have proposed a number of measures that can be used to evaluate SA systems.  The first, which we 
called the Data Information Ratio (DIR) attempts to quantify the benefits of SA from a purely data visualization/overload 
view.  We argued here that SA can significantly reduce data overload by aggregation of objects and/or connecting events 
to known situations.  To make our case, we presented two examples: tactical and cyber and showed a significant 
reduction in data.  We also demonstrated that this reduction is highly dependent on the domain. 
 
A second set of metrics was also introduced.  In this second set, we attempted to measure how well is our SA system 

erforming and how well does it meet the mission requirements.  To answer these questions we inp
d
ti
su
 



Dimension M efini ose  etric D tion/Purp
Prec Percentage of correct alerts ision Confidence 
Recall Probability f detection o
Misas ment Rate Percentag  evidence in rectly assoc ed. sign e of cor iatPurity 
Evide ecall  Percentag  found. nce R e of

Cost Utility Cost U ngs achieved by the system. tility Percentage of cost savi
Timeliness  d alert Time between event an

Table 6: SA System Metrics 
 

 addition, we also emphasized that data characterization metrics must be developed in order to accurately comprehend 
e systems performance with respect to the difficulty of the task.  This paper is only the beginning in developing 

r SA that affords baselining and improvement evaluation.  Much work still needs to be done 
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